AMENDED-FRANKLIN County Circuit Court Safety Plan for conducting
Jury Trials: (Revised 11/23/20)
PERSONS CONSULTED
This plan has been developed in consultation with Judges of the 22nd Circuit Court, the Clerk of
the Circuit Court, deputy clerks, bailiffs from the Franklin County Sheriff’s Department, judicial
assistant, Franklin County Commonwealth Attorney and members of the Franklin County Bar
Association.
RESOURCES CONSULTED
This plan was developed using the latest information available from the Centers for Disease
Control and the World Health Organization.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/public-health-recommendations.html
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/
Alleghany County Plan for the Conduct of jury trials during COVID-19
PLAN INCORPORATES: The Virginia Department of Health Guidelines and the Department
of Labor and Industry’s Emergency Temporary Standard located at www.doli.virginia.gov and
are incorporated herein by reference. Excerpts are included with appendix1.
CRITERIA CONSIDERED
1. To ensure the health and safety of all participants in a jury trial: The jurors, litigants,
witnesses and Courthouse employees as well as other members of the public accessing the
Courthouse. This will be accomplished through prescreening, use of personal protective
equipment (PPE), social distancing, cleaning and disinfecting surfaces and maintaining air
quality.
2. To ensure the Constitutional and statutory rights of the parties, including but not limited
to the right to a jury trial, the right to a speedy trial, the right to a public trial, the right to
confrontation, and the rights of crime victims.
3. To ensure that the parties have a full and fair opportunity to litigate the case in as normal
a fashion as possible.
4. To ensure that the jurors and other participants feel comfortable both with the health and
safety measures and with any modifications that have been necessary so that they are not
distracted and can fully focus on the case.
5. To ensure that the Court’s Docket can be heard in a timely manner so that the public can
have access to the Courts.
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THE FACILITY
The Franklin County Courthouse was constructed in 1909 and had its last major
renovation in the mid 2015. The Courthouse is a four-story building and houses offices. The
Ground floor houses the Security Station, a waiting area, J & D Court Clerk’s office and
Courtroom and the Intake Office for J & D Services. The first-floor houses, the Clerk’s office
for General District Court, Courtroom and J & D Courtroom #2, along with witness rooms and a
conference room off of the General District Court Clerk’s office. The first floor is also the
secured entrance for the Jail to transport inmates to and from court. The second floor consist of
the Circuit Court Clerk’s office, and a lounge area. The third floor houses the Circuit
Courtroom, jury room, witness rooms, Judge’s Chambers, and the Commonwealth’s Attorney
Office.
Access to the public is through the main entrance on the ground floor and is controlled by
a security station directly inside the entrance. Employees and attorneys have access through a
front and side entrance to the courthouse. There is a main elevator that serves all floors and a
second elevator that is a secured area with a stairwell serving all floors. There are public
restrooms on each floor. Two unisex bathrooms are located in the jury room. On days that jury
trials are held the restrooms are restricted to the use of jurors only. The Franklin County Jail is
located beside of the Courthouse and secure, entrance to the Courthouse from the jail is on the
first floor of building.
FACILITY VENTILATION
The Court has consulted with the Franklin County Maintenance Department Director regarding
the current HVAC system. The Director has confirmed that the air handlers are being maintained
at a full flow ventilation as designed. Additionally, the system is designated to the Circuit
Courtroom only. The building is equipped with a rooftop air handler to take in outside fresh air
for use in the HVAC which circulates air through the air handler then the filter filtrates the air to
be used. Air filters in use are the recommended filters and are the highest MERV rating that is
recommended for the equipment. The filters are checked monthly and replaced when necessary.
HVAC runs 12-hours per day to enhance air exchange in the building space. During winter
months the courtroom is heated by steam radiators. The air handler system will be maintained in
order to pull air out and send it through for filtration during these months too.
ENTRANCE-SECURITY CHECKPOINT (ONE POINT OF ENTRY FOR THE PUBLIC)
1. In accordance with the emergency orders entered by the Governor, the Virginia Supreme
Court and the Circuit Court of Franklin County, all individuals shall wear a mask upon
entering the courthouse at the security checkpoint. (Masks will be provided, and multiple
sanitizing stations are placed throughout the Courthouse Complex.) A deputy will be present
outside the entrance of the courthouse to minimize lines at the entrance and to ensure proper
social distancing while jurors are waiting to enter the courthouse. If necessary, deputies may
require individuals attempting to enter the Courthouse for other reasons to return to their
vehicle and delay their admittance until all jurors have been screened.
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2. All individuals entering the courthouse shall have their temperature taken and answer the
following questions:
- Within the last 14 days have you traveled internationally?
- Are you currently experiencing, or have you experienced in the past 14 days, a fever, cough
or shortness of breath?
- Within 14 days of the trial date have you had (or do you have):
-Fever or chills?
-Cough?
- Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing (other than a pre-existing non-COVID
diagnosis)?
-Fatigue?
- Muscle or body aches?
-Headache?
- New loss of taste or smell?
- Sore throat?
-Congestion or runny nose?
-Nausea or vomiting?
-Diarrhea?
-In the past 14 days, have you been in close proximity to anyone who was experiencing any
of the above listed symptoms?
-In the past 14 days, have you been directed to quarantine, isolate, or self-monitor?
-In the past 14 days, have you been diagnosed with, or had contact with anyone who has been
diagnosed with COVID-19 or resided with someone in the above categories?
-Have you been tested for COVID-19 and are waiting to receive test results?
ꞏ **Anyone answering “yes” or who has a temperature of 100.4 degrees or over will be denied
entry. However, if the person is a necessary party or witness, the court will make
accommodations through Polycom, WebEx, or continuances. The person will NOT be allowed
into the courtroom and potentially expose others.
3. After exiting the security checkpoint individuals will be instructed to keep socially distant
(6-feet apart) throughout the courthouse public portions. Elevator will be limited to no
more than three people with mask. Informative signage pertaining to masks, social
distancing, and hand hygiene is posted throughout the Courthouse Complex.
EXPOSURE PROCEDURE
1. Before trial if there is exposure to COVID-19 by Courthouse complex personnel – the
Courthouse Complex would be shut down and sanitization would be done, all affected areas
of the complex will be sealed for 24 hours if possible to allow for the affected areas to be
cleaned and sanitized, all department heads will be notified so they can advise their
employees of any potential contact as well as notification to the general public. Those who
have been exposed will be instructed to follow the Virginia Department of Health Guidelines
which have incorporated the Department of Labor and Industry Emergency Temporary
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Standards which is attached as Appendix 1. The trial will be continued, and the Court will
notify all participants in the case of the continuance. Notification will occur by emails, phone
and a message placed on Court’s answering machine. Signs would be posted at the
Courthouse Complex noting the Court’s closure due to COVID-19 exposure.
2. Exposure to COVID-19 or symptoms of COVID-19 during trial by any individual who
had contact with the trial proceedings will result in the Court sending everyone home –
personnel, parties, attorneys and jurors, with instructions to follow the Virginia Department
of Health Guidelines which have incorporated the Department of Labor and Industry
Emergency Temporary Standards which is attached as Appendix 1. Those who have been
exposed will be instructed to follow the Virginia Department of Health Guidelines which
have incorporated the Department of Labor and Industry Emergency Temporary Standards
which is attached as Appendix 1. The Courthouse Complex would be shut down and
sanitization would be done. All affected areas of the complex will be sealed for 24 hours if
possible, to allow for the affected areas to be cleaned and sanitized, all department heads will
be notified so they can advise their employees of any potential contact as well as notification
to the general public. Signs would be posted at the Courthouse Complex noting the closure
due to COVID-19 exposure. The Court will consult with litigants, remotely if necessary, to
determine if a continuance or mistrial will be necessary. Among factors to be considered will
be the availability of test results in a timely manner, the uses of alternates, the stage of trial,
the length of the delay and the continued availability of the jurors and litigants.
3. Symptoms of or positive testing for COVID-19 exposure shortly after a jury trial would
result in the Court notifying (via email and phone) all jurors that had been involved in the
recent jury, as well as ALL other parties such as personnel, attorneys, witnesses and other
occupants in the Courthouse Complex. They will be instructed to follow the Virginia
Department of Health Guidelines which have incorporated the Department of Labor and
Industry Emergency Temporary Standards which is attached as Appendix 1. The Courthouse
Complex would be shut down and sanitization would be done. Signs would be posted at the
Courthouse Complex noting the closure due to COVID-19.
JURY LIST FOR TERM OF COURT
1. The Clerk of Court shall consult with the Court to determine the appropriate number of
jurors to be summoned for each Term of Court. Factors to be considered will include the
number of juries scheduled and the nature of the cases; the current prevalence of COVID-19
in the community and any evidence of community spread or “hot spots”; and any data
obtained with regard to appearance rates and requests to be excused from prior terms of
Court.
2. At the time jurors are notified that they are in the juror pool for the Term of Court, they
will be provided with general information with regard to the steps being taken to ensure their
safety, an initial questionnaire, explanation for mitigation efforts, emails and phone number
provided to contact the Clerk with any concerns or questions. They will also be provided
with a checklist to determine if they are a high-risk individual and a list to self-check for
symptoms. (Appendix 2). Potential jurors will also, be provided with a link (URL) to the
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copy of this plan posted on the Supreme Court’s public website. They will be notified that
face coverings and social distancing are required.
3. Deferment from jury duty to a later time and excuses from jury duty will be liberally
granted. Upon arrival at the Courthouse, all jurors will be prescreened at the security station
in the same manner as all others seeking entry. Anyone whose answers or appearance cause
concern will be denied entry and the Clerk or Court will be notified.
4. If a juror is unable to or refuses to wear a mask, they will be deferred from jury duty to a
later time.
5. The point person for jurors or the public to contact about symptoms or concerns is Lori
Cundiff, Judicial Assistant (540) 483-3075.
ARRIVAL
In order to regulate foot traffic in the Courthouse and minimize lines at the security
station, all parties and their attorneys are expected to be in the Courthouse prior to 8:30 a.m. The
jury panel will be divided into three groups and instructed to report in ten-minute increments,
beginning at 8:45 a.m. If necessary, deputies may require individuals attempting to enter the
Courthouse for other reasons to return to the street and delay their admittance. All employees
should use the employee entrance and not attempt to enter through the public entrance. Bailiffs
will escort jurors at all times as they enter and exist the courthouse and courtroom to ensure no
contact with other patrons and social distancing. Social distancing during breaks will be
enforced by the bailiffs in the stairwells, hallways and elevators (public areas, including
hallways, will be marked off in 6-foot intervals.)
Upon arrival to the Court and prior to voir dire, jurors would be separated between the
jury room, back up J & D Court courtroom, courtroom balcony and side witness rooms. They
would be directed to assigned seats that would be socially distanced 6-feet apart. These areas
would be properly sanitized upon release of the jurors and prior to further use by others. The
seats in all the rooms will be cleaned as new jurors or panels arrive.
VOIR DIRE
Voir dire will occur with jurors seated in the courtroom gallery area. They would be
directed to assigned seats that would be socially distanced 6-foot apart. These areas would be
properly sanitized upon release of the jurors and prior to further use by others. (See sanitation
section). This section has been included to address the voir dire concerns.

ENTRY INTO COURTROOM
Upon entry into the courtroom, a bailiff will escort individuals to their seat. There will be
6-feet between people on each bench and the space directly in front and directly behind each
person will be an empty space to ensure people are 6-feet apart. (Seating will be marked
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accordingly.) Names and phone numbers of all individuals must be provided to bailiff upon
entering courtroom (for potential contact tracing).
JURY PANEL
The jury panel will be socially distanced (6-feet apart) while seated in the courtroom
gallery during the trial. Each juror will be assigned a seat. The jury will use another courtroom (J
& D Courtroom #2) for deliberation so they can be socially distanced (6-feet apart). (All books
and materials will be removed from the deliberation courtroom.) Social distancing during breaks
will be enforced by the bailiffs in the stairwells, hallways and elevators (hallways will be marked
off in 6-foot intervals). During meals the jurors would maintain their social distancing by
remaining in their assigned seats in the J & D courtroom #2, with individually wrapped snacks,
bottled water and boxed meals being provided. Jurors will wear face coverings at all times, but
the Court may permit an individual juror to lower the face covering briefly if requested by
counsel but will have the juror step to a designated location at least 10-feet from all other persons
to ensure social distancing as required. This may occur during voir dire only. Each juror will be
provided their own set of instructions. Each juror will be provided a new pad to write questions
down for the court and will be provided new pens.

FACE COVERINGS
All persons must wear face coverings. If face coverings impair the ability of a lawyer to
communicate with the witness or with the Court, the Court may grant the attorney permission to
remove his or her face covering as necessary, ensuring the attorney remains physically distant at
least 10-feet from all other persons to ensure social distancing as required.
If face coverings impair the ability of a lawyer and his client to communicate at counsel
table and alternate method of communication such as note writing, texting between devices, are
unavailable or insufficient, the Court will permit counsel whatever recesses are necessary for
purposes of facilitating private communication. Lawyers and parties will be at counsel table
wearing masks and with a plexi-glass divider in-between them.
A criminal defendant may be asked to remove his or her face covering during voir dire to
ensure prospective jurors can see him or her and indicate whether any know or recognize him or
her. He or she may also be asked to lower his or her face covering briefly for the purpose of
enabling a witness to see his face and answer whether the witness can identify the defendant. If a
face covering must be removed for any reason (voir dire, identification, etc.), the distance
between the unmasked person and all others will be more than 10 feet, as recommended by the
Virginia Department of Health. The court reporter and the clerk will be seated on either side of
the judge at a distance of 6 feet and will be wearing masks.
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WITNESSESS
All witnesses will be socially distanced (6-feet apart) while in witness rooms with a seat being
assigned to each witness. Witnesses must wear face coverings. The witness stand, however, is
sufficiently distanced from any other person in the courtroom. If a lawyer or bailiff needs to
approach a witness to hand him or her something, the Court will instruct the witness to recover
his or her face covering before allowing the approach. The witness box will be cleaned and
sanitized by the bailiffs after each witness testifies. Witnesses will receive assigned times to
appear after the jury has been seated. All materials will be removed from the witness rooms.
PUBLIC ACCESS
Sitting will be limited, and social distancing seating will be marked. The seats in the
designated area will be marked to provide social distancing. The right to public trial will be
preserved. Limited number of members of the press will be allowed in the courtroom if the
safety rules can be complied with during the proceedings. Public access to the entire jury trials
will be in the balcony area in the courtroom.
RESTROOMS
Individuals may go to the restroom one person at a time. Signs will be posted on the
doors noting only one person allowed in the restroom at a time. Disinfectant and supplies will be
in each restroom.
SANITATION
The Court will take a recess at least every two hours to allow cleaning and sanitizing of
high touch surfaces and to allow hand sanitation. The entire courtroom including the
bathrooms, witness rooms, and jury deliberation room will be cleaned daily using EPA
approved disinfectants for COVID. This cleaning is in addition to cleaning procedures by
bailiffs as outlined herein. The bailiffs will use approved disinfectant wipes to sanitize
surfaces touched by multiple people such as door handles, desks, phones, light switches,
microphones and faucets daily. The Courthouse common areas will also be cleaned daily.
Deep cleaning of the courtroom and jury area will occur in the evening after court is
adjourned. Franklin County has hired professional custodians to clean the courthouse
complex. Courtroom bailiffs already clean the witness stand with disinfectant between each
witness. The bailiffs also clean all high touched surface areas, including doorknobs, seats,
tables, desk, etc. after each case. (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preventgetting-sick/prevention.html) Counsel tables and chairs will be cleaned and sanitized by the
bailiffs after each case. The microphones will be cleaned and sanitized by the bailiffs after
each use. The bailiffs will have face coverings and gloves for individuals. All other surfaces
in the courthouse, not just the rooms associated with the trial, are cleaned daily in compliance
with the Temporary Emergency Standard and other guidance. High touch surfaces
throughout the courthouse including door knobs, bathrooms, railing will be cleaned every 2
hours.
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EXHIBITS
Counsel shall make efforts to agree on the admission of exhibits and to pre-mark exhibits
prior to trial. Exhibits will not be passed from juror to juror for examination. If possible,
exhibits will be displayed on a screen. If it is necessary for the jury to examine a document or
picture, one copy must be provided to each juror, and disposable gloves will be made
available. Nondocumentary exhibits will be placed on a table, and each juror will be given
the opportunity to view them. Disposable gloves will be provided in the jury room if the jury
requests to examine any exhibit. Instructions will be provided on the proper use and disposal
of gloves.
MISCELLANEOUS
-Sidebars will occur in an adjacent conference room.
-This jurisdiction is a one courtroom jurisdiction therefore limited on number of jurors
summoned.
-Jurors can contact the Clerk with any concerns due to COVID-19 and may be excused. If a
juror fails to appear, the Clerk will contact them and address the matter with the Court.
- No one will be permitted to hug, shake hands or have any personal contact with anyone.
-All cushions will be removed from the benches and seats.
-Bottled water will be used instead of pitchers of water.
-If the trial should take more than one day, all participants will be reminded to practice
social distancing and proper hand and respirator sanitation during overnight recesses and to
immediately report to the Clerk any change in their health status. If they become ill while
away from the complex, they will be directed to call the Clerk’s Office to await further
instructions before returning to the building.
PRE-TRIAL CONFRENCE
A mandatory pre-trial conference will be held by telephone or conference call two or
three days prior to each scheduled jury trial. Among other issues, the Court will address
the use of alternates, the scheduling of witnesses and the handling of exhibits. Counsel
are expected to have conferred prior to this conference to discuss stipulations, agreed
exhibits and any outstanding pretrial issues. While it is always an inconvenience for
potential jurors to report only to have a case settle or continue, under the current
emergency it becomes a health and safety issue not only for the jurors, but also for the
litigants and Courthouse employees as well. Therefore, all parties are to certify at the
pre-trial conference that the case is ready for trial, that all sides have made every good
faith effort to resolve the case, that they have considered alternatives to a jury trial and
that they have read this plan.
ALTERNATIVE FACILITY
In the event the Courthouse becomes unavailable or the number of litigants, potential jurors or
extraordinary public interest makes it necessary, part or all the trial may be moved to an
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alternative facility. The Court will secure permission to use the Franklin County Center. It is
located approximately one mile from the Courthouse, has adequate capacity, multiple smaller
rooms, adequate furnishings and parking. The Court would have exclusive use of the building
while Court is in session. The court will submit a plan to be approved, if an alternative location
is sought. All protocols applicable to the courthouse will also be applicable to the alternative
facility.
HAND SANITATION:
Multiple hand sanitizer stations have been placed on each floor of the Courthouse, including
the public entrance and at each Courtroom entrance. Hand sanitizer is also available at each
counsel table, the witness stand, the Clerk’s station and the bench. Frequent breaks will be
taken throughout the day so restrooms may be accessed for handwashing. Disposable gloves
will be provided in the jury room and at the witness stand for the handling of exhibits. (See
section on exhibits for further details.) Signage has been placed throughout the building to
remind people to observe proper hand and respiratory hygiene.
PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
Disposable masks are available at the security station for those who need them. It is
anticipated that a sufficient supply of masks can be obtained by the Sherriff’s Department
from Franklin County using CARES funding and should not impact local budgets.
ENFORCEMENT
If someone removes his or her mask, they will be asked to put the mask back on. If the
person refuses, they will have to leave the courthouse complex. The same is true for
failing to abide by strict physical social distancing (staying 6-feet or more away from
others). If someone fails to abide by the physical social distancing requirement, they will
have to leave.
EVALUATION
At the conclusion of the trial, the court, will solicit feedback from the jurors, litigants and
Courthouse staff and make any necessary changes as needed.
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APPENDIX 2
You may be at a higher risk for COVID-19 if any of the following apply to you:

1) People aged 65 years and older;
2) People who live in a nursing home or long-term care facility
3) People with chronic lung disease or moderate or severe asthma
4) People who have serious heart conditions
5) People who are immunocompromised
i. Many conditions can cause a person to be immunocompromised, including cancer
treatment, smoking, bone marrow or organ transplantation, immune deficiencies,
poorly controlled HIV or AIDS.
If you fall into the high-risk category or care for someone who is high risk and are concerned
about your ability to serve on a jury at this time, please call the Judicial Assistant at (540) 4833075 to discuss your concerns.
At the time you are summoned to report for jury duty, you will be asked some questions about
your current health. The following is a list of symptoms of COVID-19:
i. Anyone can have mild to severe symptoms
1. Fever or chills
2. Cough
3. Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
4. Fatigue
5. Muscle or body aches
6. Headache
7. New loss of taste or smell
8. Sore throat
9. Congestion or runny nose
10. Nausea or vomiting
11. Diarrhea
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, we ask that you disclose them when you are
prescreened on the phone or at the entrance to the Courthouse. Of course, if you are experiencing
symptoms at any time, you should consult a health care professional.
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